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Introduction
This Lovers Report is divided into 4 chapters.
Chapter 1 compares your temperaments and personalities. The issues described in Chapter 1 become
particularly powerful if you are married or live together. Idiosyncrasies or quirks in another person's personality
do not bother us as much if our relationship is a casual one. For example, if one person is neat and tidy and the
other is sloppy, this is more likely to become a concern if you are married than if you are only seeing each other
occasionally.
Pay close attention to the issues described in Chapter 2 because these are the most important themes in your
relationship. For example, if themes of romance and sexual attraction are emphasized, then you can count on
this relationship being a passionate one. However, if romance and sexuality are hardly mentioned at all, then
this relationship will not be a passionate one. Note also that the material in Chapter 2 is presented roughly in
order of importance, so that the material presented at the beginning of Chapter 2 is the most powerful.
Chapter 4 describes issues in your relationship of less importance than those presented in Chapter 2. Chapter
3 describes situations and circumstances that arise if you have a close, long-lasting relationship.
If a statement appears to contradict another statement, then your roles are likely to alternate. For example, a
statement that Michelle is more aggressive than Barack, and another statement that Barack is more aggressive
than Michelle, means that you alternate roles, with Michelle sometimes being the leader and Barack being the
follower, and sometimes just the opposite. Also, read the statements carefully, as it is likely that a careful
reading will reveal different kinds of aggressiveness or areas in which the aggressiveness is likely to express
itself.
To make the most of this report, combine this astrological analysis with other things that you know about
each other. For example, we have assumed that you are opposite-sexed (assuming that both of you are
heterosexual, otherwise same-sexed). Physical attractiveness, age, religion, education, family and cultural
background will affect your relationship as well. The material in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 of this report describes
the magnetism between you, but does not describe your individual natures. For example, suppose that Chapter 2
makes little mention of romance and sexuality, but the Natal Reports for each of you indicate that each of you
has extremely strong romantic and sexual desires. In this case, marriage is not likely to be successful! However,
if romance and sexuality are not important to either of you, then the lack of passion in your relationship is not
likely to be as much of a stumbling block.
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Your birth chart interpretation is based on the positions of
the planets at the time of your birth. For the benefit of
students of astrology, these positions, along with other
technical information, are listed below:
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Tropical zodiac. KOCH houses. Lat. and Long.: 41 N 51 87 W 39
Standard time observed. GMT: 18:00:00 Time Zone: 6 hours West.

Positions and Data for Barack:
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Aquarius
Scorpio
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Aries
Gemini
Cancer

Tropical zodiac. KOCH houses. Lat. and Long.: 21 N 18 25 157 W 51 30
Standard time observed. GMT: 05:24:00 Time Zone: 10 hours West.
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Chapter 1
A Comparison of Temperaments and Life Styles
that Affect Your Ability to Harmonize with Each Other
Michelle's Sun in Capricorn and Barack's Sun in Leo:
Michelle's more emotionally detached, reserved, down-to-earth and somewhat cynical
or skeptical attitude contrasts with Barack's warm enthusiasm and basically cheerful
temperament. In your personal style and tastes, also, this difference is very apparent:
Michelle prefers the classics, simple elegance, and either a very conservative, traditional
style or an austere less-is-more, keep-it-simple style. Barack has a generous, lavish hand
and loves rich color, warmth, and brilliance that borders on gaudiness. Sometimes, this
translates into emotional terms also. Michelle is more careful, cooler, less inclined to
gamble, wants a sure thing. Barack is more open and expressive and warm, and needs an
abundance of appreciation and affection - more than Michelle is inclined to give sometimes. One thing you do
have in common: you both take your commitments to heart, and you prize fidelity and loyalty.
Michelle's Moon in Pisces and Barack's Moon in Gemini:
Michelle is intuitive, receptive, dreamy, and rather passive, while Barack is more
intellectual, verbal, quite restless, and often overly active or compulsively busy. Michelle
has the sensitive temperament of a mystic, musician, or artist, while Barack is more of a
scientist or intellectual, fluent with logic and with language. Barack is also something of
a comedian, and must be careful not to make fun of something Michelle is sensitive
about.
Barack is emotionally light, detached, and able to be quite objective, while Michelle is
very compassionate and can easily drown in emotions.
Both of you have very changeable moods and you are both open, impressionable, flexible, and sometimes
flighty.
If Barack can learn to respect Michelle's feelings, intuitions, and sensitivity, and Michelle can appreciate
Barack's rational, detached perspective, the two of you can get along very well.

Chapter 2
Major Themes in the Relationship: What Brought You Together
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Moon Mutually Aspects Venus:
The love and devotion that you feel for each other is very strong. The sweet, romantic,
tender feelings that you evoke in each other are so strong that it draws you together like
magnets. Even if you are not inclined to give flowers and other gifts, in this relationship
you find that you are drawn to do so. You also love to take care of each other and, during
illness or other difficulties, you know that your mate is ready and willing to give
whatever is needed and make sacrifices with ease. The tender regard that you have for
each other inclines this relationship to be a loving, long-lasting one.
Michelle's Moon Trine Barack's Venus:
There is a particularly sweet, loving, caring quality to your relationship that both of you may tend to take for
granted. Others, who lack this quality in their own relationship, do notice it and may enjoy the kindness and
devotion you have for each other. You both find it easy to give freely to each other.
Barack's Moon Square Michelle's Venus:
You love each other very deeply and the attraction between you is very strong, but your relationship is also
prone to emotional ups and downs. It is not unusual for the quality of feelings that you have for each other to be
quite different and this can lead to misunderstandings. For example, Michelle may be in a romantic mood at a
given time while Barack is feeling friendly, but not romantic. The roles sometimes reverse, and you find that
your feelings frequently just won't synchronize. You also easily hurt each other's feelings, not realizing how
much the other person loves and cherishes you. By being flexible and adaptable, and really trying to sympathize
with each other, you can avoid these problems most of the time.
Michelle's Sun Conjunct Barack's Saturn:
One strong factor that attracted you to each other (perhaps unconsciously) is the
feeling that you can have a deep, stable, permanent relationship and settle down together,
facing life's responsibilities in a mature way, tackling challenges together such as raising
children, becoming financially secure, etc. These concerns can gradually cause your
relationship to become too absorbed with "serious" matters, causing both of you to feel
limited and stifled by the relationship. Barack has a strong tendency to criticize and judge
Michelle's actions, sometimes accurately and sometimes unjustly. Barack should guard against this tendency to
dampen Michelle's enthusiasm, and Michelle needs to avoid being overly sensitive to Barack's suggestions and
criticisms. Barack's tendency to dominate, control, or even repress Michelle makes Michelle feel resentful at
times, and Michelle may feel lowered vitality and self-confidence after being with Barack for a long time. You
must make room for lightness and play, or you both will feel burdened by the tone that is set between you.
Barack's Mercury Opposition Michelle's Mars:
Stimulating conversations or hot debates characterize your relationship. Michelle
challenges Barack's ideas with vigor. Barack may respond by doing the same in return.
Although these challenges and criticisms are made with good intentions, they easily
precipitate arguments. Both of you must be careful to respect each other's beliefs and not
belittle each other's views or your relationship will deteriorate into feelings of mistrust,
nasty tempers, and the bad habit of throwing darts at each other.
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Michelle's Mars Conjunct Barack's Jupiter:
You spark each other's ambitions and enterprising spirit, and you enjoy planning and
designing ventures. You are able to jointly follow through to successful completion of
your goals. Barack gives Michelle confidence and encouragement to charge ahead, while
Michelle stimulates Barack to act decisively to actualize Barack's dreams. You are likely
to undertake several joint ventures as well as other individual efforts that are greatly
assisted by your partner. Occasionally you take foolhardy risks and are overly zealous
and unrealistic in your hopes, but your dynamic blending of energies can also result in outstanding
accomplishments as well.
Barack's Sun Trine Michelle's Jupiter:
The two of you really enjoy each other's company! Michelle has a great deal of
confidence in Barack and is able to see Barack's best qualities. You are very encouraging
and supportive of each other, helping each other to be more confident, open new doors,
and advance and grow in both inner and outer ways. This positive note of good will and
harmony is also invaluable in helping the two of you overcome differences in
temperament and other stressful aspects of your relationship discussed elsewhere in this
report.
Barack's Asc. Square Michelle's Neptune:
Michelle may confuse and undermine Barack's confidence in a subtle way, without intending to do so.
Barack feels unsure, befuddled, or mystified at times by Michelle. Michelle can influence Barack to be less
careful than usual also. A business or working partnership is unlikely to work out well, but your personal
relationship will not suffer if both of you really work at being honest, clear, and unambiguous about your
intentions and desires. Otherwise, things become rather foggy between you.
Michelle's Moon Square Barack's Moon:
There are many differences in your personal habits, tastes, and your needs for emotional closeness or
distance, or preferences for solitude versus sociability. You are inclined to become very annoyed with each
other over minor differences. Irritations over small differences of opinion and a tendency to be inconsiderate
towards each other can make you both feel uncomfortable. These annoyances are not likely to lead to major
upsets or seriously threaten the stability of your relationship, but they are a nuisance. You must learn to respect
the differences in your temperaments and personal habits, and strive to be aware of each other's needs.
Barack's Moon Trine Michelle's Mars:
You stimulate and arouse one another's feelings and desires, the physical attraction
between you is very strong, and you are quite harmonious and compatible sexually. You
are also highly fertile together (assuming there are no organic or physical impediments).
Barack is very supportive of Michelle, encouraging Michelle to be direct, honest, and
expressive of personal wishes and needs. Barack is also very "turned on" by Michelle!
This can be a very creative union.
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Michelle's Mercury Trine Barack's Pluto:
Your conversations are deep and probing. You understand each other at a very deep
level, and you may find yourselves revealing things about yourself that you have not
mentioned to anyone else. You also make a good research team or investigators.
Michelle's Venus Trine Barack's Venus:
There is a beautiful flow of love between the two of you, and you are able to both give and receive affection,
appreciation, and tenderness in this relationship. You enjoy the same pleasures and find it easy and natural to
do those things that really please and satisfy your partner. Your tastes in aesthetics is also very compatible.

Chapter 3
Destiny and Final Outcome of Your Relationship
Composite Moon Opposition Mercury:
With one another you have the opportunity to become aware of your own deepest
feelings, emotional biases and prejudices, and those unexamined beliefs and habitual
assumptions about things which color your attitudes toward life without your even being
aware of them. The differences in your temperaments, upbringings, and personal tastes
will challenge you both to clarify and talk about certain aspects of yourselves you've
always taken for granted. From seemingly minor matters such as food preferences, to
more important issues such as how to raise children, you'll have to hash over and discuss things that always
seemed implicitly true or valid to you. One of the purposes of your relationship is for you both to speak of and
consciously examine those subconscious patterns and ingrained beliefs, all the influences from your pasts.
Through being together you will understand yourselves better.
Composite Venus Trine Uranus:
Openness, unconventionality, freedom from limiting ideas about how people "should"
arrange their intimate lives, and willingness to experiment (sexually, or in how you
derive pleasure and enjoyment) - these will inevitably play a significant role in your
relationship with each other. You may be "breaking the rules" in some significant way,
just by being together. The differences in your ages, races, or backgrounds may take
people by surprise, for instance. Or in some other way you may not seem to fit together,
according to "normal" standards. In certain significant ways the two of you do not conduct your relationship in
the ordinary way. An unusual degree of independence and flexibility, and something totally different from other
relationships you may have had, are part of what this connection is all about.
Composite Sun Opposition Venus:
Quite simply, one of your purposes in being together is to create and express beauty, whether this is in the
form of a beautiful, loving relationship, or gracious and artful works. There can also be an element of vanity,
artifice, or wanting to show-off, the desire to be seen and recognized as a Beautiful Couple, whether or not
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that's entirely true. Hiding or downplaying your difficulties and the ugly parts of your relationship may be
helpful to a point, but if you try to maintain this image of yourselves as a happy, loving twosome despite your
actual conflicts, then deeper troubles may never get attended to. However, whatever friction, dissonance, or ill
will develops between you, there will also always be an urge to harmonize, reconcile, and ease your differences,
and to create cooperation. It will take a lot for the two of you to ever turn against each other entirely.
Composite Sun Trine Jupiter:
Through your relationship to one another, you both develop greater understanding, wisdom, confidence, and
faith in yourselves and in life. You help each other be the best you can be, encourage one another to take risks,
envision the possibilities rather than focusing on the impossibilities.
Materially, you could generate much prosperity and financial well-being if that is your mutual goal. You
have very good fortune together in that way. Fulfilling self-expression, and joyful recognition for what the two
of you do together, are even more of a focus, however. Whatever endeavors you pursue as a duo will seem
somehow blessed or unusually well-received.
Composite Sun Sextile Uranus:
In your relationship there will always be an element of eccentricity and spontaneity, and of encouraging each
other to be free and uninhibited. Even if one or both of you is usually rather conservative or possessive, you can
and will be less so with one another. You are not meant to be too tight, exclusive, or heavy-handed with one
another; you need to give one another a lot of space and freedom.
At times there is a rather impersonal and detached feeling between you - not necessarily because you are
distancing yourselves emotionally, but because you are relating to one another intellectually, as autonomous,
thinking individuals, rather than as a couple.
Composite Saturn Quincunx Pluto:
Periodically throughout your relationship, devastating and total losses, seemingly unjust circumstances
which you both must endure, and other difficulties will test you. You may have to give up a lot or eliminate a
lot in order to be together. However, this may forge an unbreakable bond between you, especially if you don't
blame your partner for whatever befalls you.
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Chapter 4
Other Themes in Your Relationship
Michelle's Sun in Barack's 12th house:
Even if you have been together for many years, Michelle will continue to be intriguing and somewhat
mysterious to Barack. You have a knack for uncovering each other's hidden or repressed traits, and there is a
deep, mysterious, perhaps even mystical quality to your relationship.
Barack's Sun in Michelle's 4th house:
Barack is able to confide in Michelle, and your relationship is a very personal, intimate one. Michelle brings
out Barack's softer side. You are drawn to live together and share a home together.
Michelle's Moon in Barack's 1st house,
Barack's Moon in Michelle's 1st house:
Issues of family background, heritage, and ethnic culture play an important role in your relationship.
Together you explore your family roots and traditions. There is great warmth and deep feelings for each other,
and you will work together to create a home life that is comfortable, peaceful, and soulful.
Michelle's Mercury in Barack's 11th house:
Your intellectual rapport is very good. You share lots of ideas and interests in community affairs, political or
social issues, and various clubs and organizations.
Barack's Mercury in Michelle's 4th house:
Barack loves to discuss very personal issues with Michelle, which promotes a very close, inner tie between
you.
Michelle's Venus in Barack's 1st house:
Regardless of how others view Michelle, Barack finds Michelle to be a very attractive and a beautiful
person. Barack sees a great deal of charm and sweetness in Michelle and is willing to go to great lengths to
please Michelle.
Barack's Venus in Michelle's 2nd house:
Barack loves to shower gifts upon Michelle. Unless Barack is very careful with money, Barack is inclined to
spend more money than is practical on Michelle.
Michelle's Mars in Barack's 12th house:
Michelle has a strong desire to know Barack in a very intimate way, and often pressures Barack to reveal
innermost, hidden traits. Barack, in turn, reveals more to Michelle than to others. You enjoy times alone
together, when you can be more intimate and less inhibited with each other.
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Barack's Mars in Michelle's 5th house:
The two of you make a great match for games, especially outdoor sports. Barack also encourages Michelle to
develop creative talents, and you may become involved together in creative projects.
Michelle's Jupiter in Barack's 2nd house:
Michelle helps Barack in very practical, tangible ways. Even if Michelle is not particularly wealthy or
generous, circumstances are likely to arise where Michelle is able to provide Barack with material benefits and
practical assistance.
Barack's Jupiter in Michelle's 10th house:
Circumstances develop so that Barack is able to assist Michelle in career and achieving long-term goals.
Barack takes a great interest in Michelle's ambitions and is a great supporter and promoter of Michelle's talents.
You can also be very successful in business activities together.
Michelle's Saturn in Barack's 1st house:
Michelle's more mature, responsible, reliable side comes out in this relationship. Michelle becomes almost
paternalistic in this relationship, always being concerned about Barack's well-being. Michelle is also inclined to
offer lots of critical advice, at times interfering too much with Barack's plans and goals. Michelle's "helpful
criticism" sometimes sours into moralistic judgments. Michelle should be wary of the tendency to control or
severely limit Barack's sense of freedom.
Barack's Saturn in Michelle's 9th house:
Barack causes Michelle to question personally-held philosophical assumptions, political ideology, and
religious beliefs. In fact, Barack often relishes challenging Michelle's views. If you have different beliefs, you
will need to adapt to each other! Both of you will develop a more mature and realistic political, philosophical,
and religious perspective through this relationship, although the learning process may not always be pleasant or
easy. If either of you stubbornly clings to your own viewpoint, and is unwilling to learn from the other, you will
gradually grow apart or create a rift in your relationship.
Michelle's Uranus in Barack's 7th house:
Michelle introduces new social circles to Barack. There are many surprises in store for both of you in this
regard, and it is likely that you find many of each other's friends to be a bit difficult to feel comfortable around.
Barack, in particular, is likely to find that social life changes a lot through this relationship. Michelle can
sometimes even be disruptive and disturbing to Barack's friendships, which could make Barack feel it necessary
to choose between Michelle and friends, which would be upsetting to your whole relationship. Positively,
Michelle will introduce fresh perspectives, enthusiasm and inspiration to Barack's social life.
Barack's Uranus in Michelle's 4th house:
Barack challenges many of Michelle's deeply ingrained attitudes and many of the habits and personal tastes
that are developed from early childhood. Barack often encourages Michelle to break free from the past,
although this encouragement is often subtle and not overt. Barack needs to be careful not to overlook the value
of Michelle's heritage, and you both need to be able to preserve what is good in the past without remaining
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attached to habitual tendencies that are not fulfilling or healthy.
Michelle's Neptune in Barack's 9th house:
There is a very tolerant, open-minded quality to your relationship, and both of you find that you put each
other in an open-minded frame of mind. You enjoy exploring new ideas and viewpoints and you inspire each
other's imagination. You enjoy planning and scheming on a big scale together, but be wary of projecting your
fantasies on situations and expecting too much from your plans. Avoid joint wild speculations and gambling.
Barack's Neptune in Michelle's 6th house:
Michelle is often disappointed in the way that Barack handles problems and performs various chores and
tasks. Michelle is likely to feel that Barack is careless or sloppy. You approach many tasks in a very different
manner from each other. This is not likely to create any serious problems, and can even add some interesting
variety to your lives.
Michelle's Pluto in Barack's 7th house:
Michelle is a very interesting, intriguing, and perhaps even mysterious person to Barack. There is a strong
magnetic attraction between you. You enjoy the intensity of the energy exchange between you, and you may
also enjoy competing (in sports or other activities) with each other.
Barack's Pluto in Michelle's 5th house:
Your relationship is a spirited one. You love to do things together, and you will inevitably engage in creative
work or play together - developing projects together or competing with each other. If romantic attraction is
strong, you can become obsessed with each other.
Michelle's Sun Conjunct Barack's Jupiter:
There is a tremendous amount of good will, optimism, and enthusiasm in your relationship. Barack draws
out Michelle's optimism and self-confidence and is able to assist Michelle in discovering new possibilities and
avenues for growth. A shared vision, philosophy, or goal for the future gives vitality to your relationship.
Michelle's Sun Trine Barack's Mars:
Successful cooperation in achieving goals and accomplishing tasks is highlighted. You make an excellent
working team and you are able to assist each other in achieving specific, concrete goals. The sexual attraction
between you is also very strong.
Barack's Asc. Conjunct Michelle's Saturn:
Michelle restricts, disciplines, disapproves of, or criticizes Barack, often in a subtle way or with the
assumption that it's for Barack's own good. This has the effect of either undermining Barack's confidence or of
forcing Barack to become even stronger and more definite in order to stand up to Michelle.
Especially at the beginning of your relationship, Michelle is likely to be the dominant partner, and Barack
may acquiesce to Michelle's wishes, even when they inhibit Barack's own natural self-expression. Barack will
respect Michelle, and may actually benefit from the structure, stability, and security that Michelle provides.
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Barack also feels that Michelle is someone to be trusted and depended on, and in turn may feel obligated to
Michelle in some important way. There is definitely the potential for a deep commitment between you, but the
relationship can easily become stifling also, especially for Barack. Michelle must avoid trying to control
Barack.
Michelle's Asc. Square Barack's Sun:
Although the two of you are strongly attracted to each other, you often "rub each other the wrong way".
Your personal tastes and interests are frequently different. If you try to convince each other that your life style,
tastes, and interests are better than your partner's, then you will frustrate each other and fail to appreciate and
really understand each other. You must accept the fact that the two of you are different people with your own
unique qualities. Don't try to force each other to adopt your own tastes, hobbies, and interests, as it will only
make matters worse.
Michelle's Mercury Opposition Barack's Venus:
You enjoy discussing the arts, literature, and people. Your conversations are stimulating, although it is not
unusual that you reach opposite conclusions. You may find that one of you (typically Barack) emphasizes the
emotional side of a situation, issue, or problem and the other (typically Michelle) is more concerned with the
strictly technical or intellectual side.
Michelle's Uranus Conjunct Barack's Pluto:
Things are unlikely to become dull or predictable between you, as there is a strong current of intense change
and constant renewal in your relationship. Your deepest desires for freedom and for new life and growth can be
fulfilled in this relationship but will probably come about as a result of some radical decision and break from
the past, a complete disruption of the status quo, especially for Michelle. You may never quite feel like you are
on stable ground together, and this can be very exciting or very uncomfortable, depending upon your individual
temperaments.
Michelle's Uranus Sextile Barack's Neptune:
There are times when you get very loose, inspired, crazy, and imaginative together, and you stimulate one
another along artistic, musical, and creative lines. An openness to one another on a spiritual or psychic level
also exists, and you "tune in" to each other quite easily.
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